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Abstract 
The problem of composing assumption-commitment specifications arises in the hierarchical 
development of reactive or concurrent systems. Abadi and Lamport’s composition principle has 
been proposed as a logic-independent solution to that problem. In this paper, we apply it to derive 
a parallel rule for UNITY-like assumption-commitment specifications. For that purpose, we first 
interpret UNITY formulas in Abadi and Lamport’s compositional model. Then, the premises of 
the parallel rule are reduced to proof obligations that can be carried with rules inherited from the 
UNITY logic. The approach is illustrated by an example. 
1. Introduction 
Several compositional methods [3,14,19,21] for the development of open systems 
can be classified as assumption-commitment methods. Intuitively, an open system sat- 
isfies a specification (A, C) if the commitment C holds whenever it operates in an 
environment that respects the assumption A. For instance, the program 
P tdox:=x+l od 
satisfies the commitment “eventually x > 10” under the assumption that “the environ- 
ment of P does not decrease 2’. More precisely, the assumption asserts that x is not 
decreased by interferences of the environment [ 141 occurring in the execution of P. 
Compositional development methods require rules for verifying the specification of 
the parallel program PI 1) P2 from the specifications of the programs PI and P2 without 
knowledge of the actual implementations of PI and 4 [ 311. Examples of parallel 
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rules for assumption-commitment specifications in several styles (state-based, message- 
based, object-oriented) can be found in e.g. [3, 14,15,19,21]. If [[S]] denotes the set 
of behaviors allowed by a specification S, a semantic composition rule for assumption- 
commitment specifications is: 
PI sat (AI,CI) [[All n Wfll ” K,sIl C LA 111 ” L4211 
PZ sat (A2,G) b41 ” [[Cl II n E11 C [[Cl1 
PI I( P2 sat C&C) 
where Cf and Cl are safety commitments deduced from the commitments Ci and C2 
respectively. The premises, that correspond to the reliance, co-existence, guarantee and 
strength proof obligations of [ 14,291, can be motivated as follows: 
. [[All ” ml n ml c ML 33 e environment of the program P2 is composed of the 
program PI plus the overall environment. Thus, the assumptions A2 on the environ- 
ment of P2 must be implied by the commitments Cf of PI and the assumptions A on 
the overall environment; the commitments Cl can be used to restrict this implication 
to the set of reachable states. 
l [[Al] n [Cf]] n [[Cf]] L [[Ail]. Similarly, the environment of the program PI is composed 
of the program P2 plus the overall environment. 
l [[A]] n [[Cl]] n [[G]] C [Cl]. Under the assumptions A on the overall environment, the 
commitments C of PI (1 P2 must be implied by the commitments Ci of PI and C2 of 
p2. 
Adapted from [3], the rule is sound for safety assumptions only, and under the ad- 
ditional hypothesis that the safety assumptions and the safety commitments constrain 
the environment and the system transitions respectively. Putting that semantic rule into 
practice requires specifications that can be interpreted in the semantic model of [ 31 
(sets of behaviors). We thus need a temporal specification language for expressing the 
assumptions and the commitments. In this paper, we choose Chandy and Misra’s UNITY 
logic [7] because its inherent simplicity eases the development process; examples are 
given in e.g. [7,16,22,27]. The above semantic premises are then replaced with the 
syntactic proof obligations A, Cs, Ct E Al, A2 and A, Cl, C:! t- C. These syntactic proof 
obligations are carried out with rules inherited from [ 71. 
An advantage of this work is that UNITY specifications are interpreted over a com- 
positional computational model of programs. Indeed, Abadi and Lamport’s model [ 31 
must be contrasted with Chandy and Misra’s computational model which is not com- 
positional. Due to that non-compositionality, Chandy and Misra’s so-called substitution 
axiom gives an unsound proof system [28] because it cannot be combined with the 
parallel rules. This soundness problem has been overcome by Sanders [23] but there 
is no rule in [23] for proving valid specifications of the program Fi 1) F2 from valid 
specifications of FL and valid specifications of F2 only. In this paper, we show that the 
above parallel composition rule, which achieves that goal, can be combined with rules 
for substitution. 
In summary, we propose an attempt to benefit from Abadi and Lamport’s previous 
work on composing assumption-commitment specifications while preserving Chandy and 
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Misra’s UNITY style in reasoning about them. 
2. Logic and programs 
In this section, we first define the behaviors of shared-state programs and then interpret 
the UNITY-like formulas into sets of allowed behaviors. We finally adapt Chandy and 
Misra’s inference rules to this temporal version of the logic. 
2.1. Behaviors 
In temporal-logic based approaches, the set of variables is usually split into two 
classes: the class of dynamic variables and the class of static variables. Dynamic vari- 
ables, which include the programming variables, represent quantities that can vary with 
time, like x in the Hoare triple {x = n}n := x + 1(x > n}. In contrast, static vari- 
ables represent quantities that remain constant with time, like IZ in that Hoare triple. 
Assignments to the dynamic and static variables will be respectively called states (viz. 
dynamic valuations) and static valuations. 
Compositional models of shared-state programs [ 5,6, l&25,26] generally include a 
mechanism to distinguish program steps from environment steps. Therefore , without 
considering a specific language, we follow [ 1 I] and define the model M(P) of a 
program P as a set of computations of the form 
11 12 13 
SONS] --t.Q-+.” 
where Sk is a state and the label Lk is either “i” to denote a program step or “e” to 
denote an environment step. By convention, Ip(, sk.p, and lk.p denote respectively the 
length of the computation p, the kth state of p ( k > 0) , and the kth label of p (k 3 1). 
Detailed definitions of the so-called potential computations of shared-state programs can 
be found in [ 6,18,25,26,30] ; similar computations could be constructed for UNITY 
programs as well [28]. For example, let 
Pkdox,y:=x+l,y+l od 
where the variable x is shared and the variable y is local to P. Then, M(P) is the set 
of all the computations where x and y are increased by 1 at each i-labelled transition 
and the local variable y is kept unchanged by e-labelled transitions. 
Two computations in M ( PI) and M (P2) are compatible if they are identical as 
unlabeled state sequences and do not have i-labelled transitions in common. In this 
interleaving approach to concurrency, the model M ( PI 11 Pz) is constructed from com- 
patible computations in M ( PI ) and M ( Pz) by merging the i-labelled transitions [ 111: 
Definition 1. The computations pt and p2 are compatible if lptl = Ip2), sk.Pt = sk.P2 
for all k, and there is no k such that lk.Pt = i and lk.p2 = i. For compatible computations 
PI and p2, the conjoined computation pt 0~2 is defined by ]pt l P2l = lPt/, sk.(pt l P2) = 
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sk.pl, and lk.(Pr l p2) = i iff lk.p, = iv lk.p2 = i. Then, M(Pr 1) P2) = {p 1 3pt E 
M(~‘I),P~ E M(P2) : P=PI 0~2) 
Although compositionality is achieved by using two labels, using an infinite set L of 
labels eases reasoning about parallel composition [ 3,4] ; in particular, parallel composi- 
tion is reduced to set intersection. To avoid confusion with the preceding computations, 
we reserve the term “behavior” to those computations labelled in L and use V, (~1, . . . 
to range over behaviors. 
Let ,u 2 L and let ii = L \ pu; in the sequel, both are assumed to be nonempty. Then, 
MCL( P) is the set of behaviors where the transitions labelled in p and ii denote steps of 
P and steps of its environment respectively; it is constructed from M(P) by replacing 
the labels i and e with arbitrary labels in p and ii respectively. 
Definition 2. Mp(P> = {u I xpLL(~) E M(P)) where 
By construction, M,(P) does not distinguish between the labels within p nor within 
p; it is closed under p-abstractness. 
Definition 3. A set B of behaviors is closed under p-abstractness if CT’ E B whenever 
(T E B and X~ (g) = X~ ( u’) ; Be+ denotes the closure of B under p-abstractness. 
Provided that p = ~1 U ,uu:! and ~1 f’ ~2 = 0, the conjoining operation of Definition 1 is 
reduced to set intersection; proof is omitted. 
Proposition 4. Let p = pi U p:! and ,ul f’ p2 = 0. Then: 
M,(Pl II f’2) = (M,,(h) nM,,(Pz)P 
2.2. Logic 
Since a behavior includes both program and environment steps, the logic must include 
formulas that distinguish between them. Therefore, we replace the operator unless with 
the operator unless, to obtain formulas that constrain the transitions labelled in ,u only. 
Basically, this modification is similar to the one proposed in [2,6] when designing 
compositional versions of temporal logic. 
Let p, 4 be first-order assertions. The interpretation [Ip unless, q]] is the set of 
behaviors whose p-labelled transitions transform a p A Tq state into a p V q state. 
In other words, if p A lq holds before a p-labelled transition, then p holds after the 
transition, unless q holds. For instance, [[x = n unless, x > nl is the set of behaviors 
where x is not decreased by ,x-labelled transitions. The universal quantification over all 
the possible assignments to the static variable n appears explicitly in the formal definition 
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Table I 
Semantics of temporal formulas 
Let c be a static valuation, and let s kr 1’ denotes that the assertion p holds on state s under the assignment 
.$ to its static variables. 
(Table 1). The liveness formula p leadsto 9 is equivalent to q (p + Oq) in temporal 
logic [ 181: if p holds at some point in a behavior, then q eventually holds. For instance, 
if x and II are respectively dynamic and static variables, [X = II leadsto x > or]] is 
the set of behaviors where x is eventually increased. The operators initially and 
invariant specify respectively initial conditions and assertions that hold on every state 
on a behavior. Following [ 71, we also introduce the shorthands: 
stable, p s p unless, false 
constant, e = stable, e = n 
where n is any static variable of the same sort as the expression e. Intuitively, stable, p 
asserts that p is preserved by all the p-labelled transitions and constant, e asserts that 
the value of the expression e is kept unchanged by p-labelled transitions. 
Auxiliary variables 
In this paper, only deterministic auxiliary variables [ 2,24 J will be considered. These 
are variables whose current value is determined by the past and current values of other 
variables. More precisely, if m, n are static variables, the deterministic variable h over 
the program variable n can be specified by the formulas 
initially h = F(x) 
h=nAx=munless,, x # mr\h=Fk(x,m,nj 
where F,Fk are function symbols, k ranges over {I,. . . , M}, and the set L of labels is 
partitioned into the sets ~1,. . . ,,u~; the function F determines the initial value of h; 
the function Fk determines the new value of h after x has been changed by a pk-labelled 
transition. Essentially, this presentation extends Singh’s one [24] by allowing the new 
value of h to depend on whether the transition is performed by the system or by its 
environment (L can be partitioned into the sets ,u and jZ). 
2.3. Proof rules 
In this temporal approach to UNITY logic, the inference fi, . . . , fN t- g is sound 
if [[fr]] n [[f~]] n . Ti [[f,,]] C [Isl]. All the subsequent inference rules are drawn from 
Chandy and Misra’s ones; the UNITY proof system is thus reused. In particular, the 
union theorem of [7 ] yields the union and decomposition rules: 
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P unless,, 9, P ml-s,, 4 p unless, q 
p unless,,u,, 4 p unless, q 
VCP 
The progress-safety-progress (psp) rule of [ 71 becomes: 
p leadsto q, r unless, b, r unless, b 
p A r leadsto (q A r) V b 
Invariants can be constructed as follows: 
!=P initially p, stable, p, stably p 
invariant p invariant p 
To ease the presentation of proofs in further sections, we recall: 
p unless, q, invariant q * r 
p unless, r 
PI unless, 41, ~2 bless, q2 
pl A ~2 unlessP(pl A q2) V (~2 A 41) V (41 A q2) 
Vi :: pi unless, qi 
(V,i :: pi) unlessP (V,i :: pi V qi) A (Ii :: qi) 
PI unless, 41, p2 unless, q2 
PI VP2 mless,(w Aq2) v(~2Aq~) v(q, Aq2) 
Vi 1: pi unless, qi 
(3i 1: pi) unless, (Vi 1: lpi V qi) A (Ii 1: qi) 
constant,, e constant, et, constant, e2 
stable, P(e, t) constant, F( el, e2) 
where t is a static term, P is a predicate symbol, and F is a function symbol. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Substitution 
Whenever p is an invariant, the substitution axiom of [7] allows the substitution of 
p for true, and conversely. In this temporal approach, it means that rules like 
p A q unless, r, invariant p q leadsto r, invariant p 
q unless, r q leadsto r A p 
are sound. More generally, let f be any UNITY formula defined in Table 1, and let 
f(p t+ q) be obtained from f by replacing some occurrences of p with q and some 
occurrences of q with p. Then, the following rule is sound: 
.ft invariant p * q 
f(P ++ 4) 
(10) 
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ENVIRONMENT OF ARBITER I 
c J 
I > 
ARBITER I 
Fig. 1. The arbiter. 
Table 2 
Assumption-commitment specification of the arbiter 
Let crit = #{i j Xi = E}: 
Assumptions A 
Vi :: initially Xi = T 
Vi :: xi = T unlesq x; = H 
v’i :: x, = E unless;r x, = T 
Vi :: stab15 x, = H 
Commitments C 
invariant crit < 1 
Vi :I stable, Xi = 7’ 
Vi :: stable, Xi = E 
Vi :: xi = H unless,, x; = E 
IF crit = 1 leadsto crit = 0 
THEN Vi :: xi = H leadsto Xi = E 
3. Assumption-commitment specifications 
We first illustrate the use of UNITY formulas that constrain system or environment 
transitions; another example is developed in [8]. The correctness of a program w.r.t. an 
assumption-commitment specification is then formally defined. 
3. I. Example 
In the mutual exclusion problem, we distinguish between N processes that issue 
requests before entering a critical section and an arbiter that grants those requests. 
The arbiter is thus an open system whose environment consists of the processes. The 
communication between the arbiter and its environment (see Fig. 1) is modeled by a 
set (xi)iN,, of variables, one for each process. Adopting the same terminology as for the 
dining philosophers problem, we assume that xi ranges over {T, H, E} where T, H, and 
E are shorthands for Thinking, Hungry, and Eating, respectively. Transitions from T to 
H, H to E, and E to T correspond to request, grant, and release the access to a critical 
section. 
Following [ 31, the assumption part of the specification of an open system lists safety 
properties of its environment. The assumptions in Table 2 assert that a process is initially 
thinking, may go from thinking to hungry (request the access to a critical section), from 
eating to thinking (quit the critical section), but no transition is allowed from a hungry 
state. By convention, V’i :: f stands for an occurrence of the formula f for each i in the 
set {l,...,N}. 
The commitment part of the specification lists safety and liveness properties that 
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must be fulfilled by the system when interacting with an environment that respects 
the assumptions. The commitments in Table 2 first guarantee mutual exclusion; crit 
is defined as the number of variables xi such that xi = E. Other safety formulas then 
assert that the arbiter may only change hungry states into eating states (grant requests). 
Finally, the conditional formula 
IF crit = 1 leadsto crit = 0 
THEN b’i :: Xi = H leadsto xi = E 
asserts that each hungry process eventually eats provided that processes eventually quit 
their critical section; note that processes might never quit their critical section if a conflict 
arises (crit > 1). One may argue that the condition crit = 1 leadsto crit = 0 is actually 
a liveness assumption on the environment. That is true. However, if the composition rules 
of [3,4] have to be applied, the assumption part of the specification must be composed 
of safety properties only; as proposed in [ 31, we thus allow conditional formulas in the 
commitment part. Their interpretation is straightforward: 
g E [[IF f THEN sll E u E [[fl =+ r E MI 
3.2. Dejnitions 
The assumptions and the commitments of the specification in Table 2 are related 
by the use of the subscripts p and ,u. These syntactic restrictions are summarized 
in Definition 5 below. Recall that stable, and constant, formulas can be used as 
shorthands for unless, formulas. 
Definition 5. An assumption-commitment specification is a tuple (p, A, C) where 
l A lists initially and unless, formulas; 
l C lists invariant, unless+, and conditional formulas; the IF and THEN clauses 
list leadsto formulas. 
In the specification of the arbiter, the transitions labelled in ,u and F; are implicitly 
attributed to the arbiter and its environment respectively. The close relation between a 
system and a set of labels is now formalized: 
Definition 6. Let [[A]] = n,,,[[f]] and [[Cl] = n,,, [[f]]. Then, 
P sat (p,A,C) = V’(+ E M,(P) : CT E [A]] * (+ E [[Cl] 
Let A( ~TL) and C(p) indicate that p and ,u are the only subscripts occurring in A and 
C respectively. We immediately observe 
P sat (P,AG),C(P)) = P sat (v,A(i?),C(v)) 
meaning that the choice of the set of labels is arbitrary. In particular, when composing 
specifications of PI and P2 into a specification of P1 11 P2, one may always assume that 
the corresponding sets p, ~1, and ~2 are such that ~1 n ,LQ = 0 and ,u = PU, U ~2. 
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Table 3 
Proof obligations for the specification of the arbiter 
A k initially crit < 1 
at, Vi :: initially xi = T by A 
~2. Vi:: initiallyx, # E by al,weak. 
aj. initially crit = 0 by ~2, conj. 
(14 initially crit < I by (13, weak. 
L.etmq,=Vj:j#i::x, #E: 
A t- stably crit < I 
Vj :: xj = H unlesszfalse by A 
Vj :: xj = T unlessz Xj = H 
by A 
Vj :: xj # E unlessj; f~dse by al. a2, (7) 
Vi :: !7Ul~i unlessz false by 0~. (6) 
vi :: xj = E unless~ x; = T by A 
Vi::xi=EAmay,unless_irxi=T Arnay; by a4, a5. (5) 
Vi :: xj = E A nwy; unlessT; crit = 0 by 06. (4) 
crit = 1 unlessz crif = 0 by a7, (8). (4) 
crit = 0 unless~,fidse by a3, (6) 
crit < I unlesq false by ax, ~9, (7) 
stably crit < 1 by RIO 
I15 
3.3. Proof obligations on speciJications 
The hypotheses of Abadi and Lamport’s composition rule for the specification (p, A, 
C) are: 
l A lists safety assumptions only; 
l initial conditions occur in the assumptions only; 
l the assumptions constrain the transitions labelled in jIi only; 
l the safety commitments in C constrain the transitions labelled in ,U only. 
These hypotheses follow the syntactic constraints in Definition 5 provided that the 
invariant properties can be replaced with stable, properties. By definition (see 
Table l), invariant properties hold initially and are preserved by any transition in a 
behavior. Consequently, if 
A k initially P and A k stablep P 
then invariant P can equivalently be replaced with stable, P in the commitments 
C. The proof obligations for the specification of the arbiter are carried out in Table 3. 
4. Composition 
The syntactic restrictions imposed on the assumption-commitment specifications match 
the hypotheses of the semantic rule for parallel composition. We thus transform that 
rule into a syntactic rule by replacing the premises expressed in semantic terms with 
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suitable Unity proof obligations. We finally illustrate the syntactic rule by composing 
ring-connected controllers into an arbiter. 
4.1. Parallel rule 
Let /-L = ~1 U ~2 with ~1 n ,!.Q = 8. Formulated with correctness formulas, the 
composition principle of [ 31 becomes the rule 
PI sat (,w,AI,CI) II41 ” ml ” Iml c UAlll ” L42ll 
P2 sat b2,A2,C2) [[All ” [[Cl 11 ” [Ial c cccll 
PI II P2 sat (,u, A, C> 
Its soundness [ 3,9] relies on Proposition 4, the observation that all the operators of the 
logic define ,u-abstract sets of behaviors, and the additional hypotheses: 
l A, Al, A2 are safety assumptions; 
l initial conditions occur in A, Al, and A2 only; 
l CF, Ci define safety commitments, [[Ct]] & [[Cf]] and [[G]] 2 [[Ctjj; 
-- 
l A, Al, and A:! constrain the transitions labelled in p, ~1, and E; 
o Cf, C: constrain the transitions labelled in ~1, J_Q. 
The syntactic restrictions and the proof obligations imposed on the tuples (~1, Al, Cl ), 
(~2, AZ, Cz), and (p, A, C) match these additional hypotheses, provided that Cf is 
chosen as the set of all the unless, formulas derived from C; (i = 1,2) (the use of 
deterministic auxiliary variables guarantees that safety is preserved [ I] ) . Finally, the 
soundness of the inference rules allows us to replace set inclusion with proof obligations 
in the premises: 
Pi sat (KI,A~,CI) A,C;>C; t At,Az 
PZ sat (,sAz,CZ) A,Cl,C2 t- C 
Pl II P2 sat (p,AC) 
4.2. Ring-connected controllers 
The arbiter can be implemented by associating a controller to each process; the N 
controllers form a ring onto which circulates a token (see Fig. 2). Abstracting from 
ENVIRONMENT OF ARBITER 
CONTROLLER 1 
Fig. 2. Controllers. 
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Table 4 
Auxiliary variables 
History H 
initially r; = 0 
initially 3; = 0 
!i = 0 A r, = n unless,, y, = I A ri = n 
J’,=lAri=tZunless,, jQ=OAri=n+l 
!i.=OAr,=nunless,~;vilArri=n 
!‘i=lAr;=nunlessi;;!f~=OAri=n 
!;i+l=OA.Si=tZUlsSS, ~i+r=IAsi=n+l 
?‘i+l = 1 A S; = n unles+, Jq+l = 0 A .q = n 
j’i+I = 0 A S; = n unlessi-; j~i+l = 1 A .yi = n 
.J’i+l = 1 A S; = n UnleSSz \/r+, = 0 A fj = n 
communication details, we let the variables yi range over (0, I}; controller i receives a 
token by setting yi to 0 and send it by setting yi+l to 1; addition on indexes is modulo 
N. The specification of controller i is given by a tuple (pi, A;, Ci). In addition to the 
variables Xi, yi, and yi+l, this specification refers to the auxiliary deterministic variables 
Y;, si and tki. The variables pi and Si count the number of tokens that are respectively 
received and sent by controller i; the numbers of tokens held by controller i is defined 
by tki = Y; - Si. As detailed in Table 4, the variable pi over yi is increased by 1 exactly 
when controller i changes yi from 1 to 0; the variable Si over yi+l is incremented by 
1 exactly when controller i changes yi+l from 0 to 1. By disjunction (rule (7) ), we 
easily prove: 
H t constantiT; ri, constant, Si, constant, tki (11) 
The assumption-commitment specification of controller i is summarized in Table 5. To 
avoid confusion, note that there is a specijication for each i; in contrast, Table 2 presents 
a single specification with formulas for each i. 
The new assumption stable, yi = 1 asserts that the environment of controller i may 
not remove the token from yi; otherwise, starvation could not be avoided. Similarly, the 
commitment stable, yi+l = 1 asserts that controller i does not remove the token from 
yi+l. The safety commitment constant, yi + tki + y. r+l asserts that no token is created 
Table 5 
Assumption-commitment specification of controller i 
Assumptions Ai 
initially Xi = T 
x, = T unless;-;; xi = H 
X, = E unless7r; xj = T 
stably .Ti = H 
stablelr; >‘i = 1 
Commitments C; 
invariant Xj = E * tki > 0 
stable@, x; = T 
stable,, xi = E 
x; = H unless,, x; = E 
stable,, JJi+l = 1 
ConstaIlt,, .vi + tki + J’;+l 
IF Xi = E leadsto xi = T 
THEN yi + tki > 0 leadsto vi+! = 1 
>Ji = 1 A Xi = H leadsto Xi = E 
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Table 6 
Proof obligations for the controllers 
A; I- initially Xi = E =+ tki > 0 
al. initiallyxi # E by Ai 
Q. initially x; = E + tki > 0 by (11, weak. 
A, E stabls x; = E + tkt > 0 
aI, xi = H unlessx false by Ai 
“2. x, = T unless~ xi = H by Ai 
4. stable-i; xj Z E hy a17 ~2. (7) 
(14. constanti;; tki by (11) 
(15. stable tk; > 0 by ((4. (9) 
06. stableii; Xi # E V tki > 0 by 03, n5. (7) 
by controller i. The invariant property asserts that process i eats only when tokens are 
available; the associated proof obligations 
Ai t- initially xi = E =+ tk; > 0 
Ai t stablei-i; Xi = E + tki > 0 
are carried out in Table 6. A first liveness commitment states that tokens are eventually 
transmitted from controller i to controller i + 1; a second liveness commitment asserts 
that, when hungry, process i eventually eats if a token is available in yi. 
4.3. Concealment and access restrictions 
The arbiter is built from the N controllers by concealing the communications between 
them: 
Arbiter E (initially I in Controller 1 I/ . . (( Controller N) \ {yt, . . , ye) 
where I 3 (+i :: yi) = 1. To cope with concealment [ 13,261, the assumptions can 
be extended with the hypotheses that the environment does not modify the concealed 
variables and that the program starts with correct initial values for its local variables. 
P sat (p,A,C) 
p \ (01,. . . 
A = A u {constantSi ~1,. . . , constan$ UM} 
,UM} sat (p,A,C) - 
P sat (p,A,C) 
A = A U {initially Z} 
(initially I in P) sat (,u,A,C) - 
To cope with the access restrictions drawn in Fig. 2, the commitments can be extended 
with constant formulas, stating that a program does not modify a variable that it does 
not access [ 261. 
’ sat (PLL, A’ ‘) u @ Vur( P), C = C U {constant, U} 
P sat (,u,A,C) 
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Table 7 
&Cf,...,& k stablq.x,= H 
n, stableZ;-x;= H by A 
(12. Vj: j + i :: constant,, Xi by C; 
q. t/i: j + i :: stablep, x;= H by a2,(9) 
ad. stablc.q= H by(II,a3,~==ZZ.U(Ujti~Lj),(1) 
Table 8 
A,~f,...,~~ k stsbleii_Vi= 1 
a,. stablq>~;= 1 byA(9) 
~2. Vj : i =j + 1 :: stable,, .Vi = 1 by SF-, 
a~. Vj: i f jAi + j+ I ::const.ant+, 1'; by$ 
04. Vj : j + i :: stable,, >Ji = 1 by a2.a3, (9) 
4. stabls;;i = I by at.~~4,iG=7iu ( jziFj), (1) 
4.4. Application of the parallel rule 
Assuming that controller i satisfies the specification (pi, Ai, Ci), we prove that the 
arbiter satisfies the specification (,u, A, C), by choosing ,u = Ui pi with ,UU~ n pj = 0 for 
i # j. Combined with the rules for concealment and access restrictions, the generaliza- 
tion of the parallel rule to N processes becomes: 
Vi :: Controller i sat (pi, Ai, Ci) 
(*) L&C; ,... ,C; k AI,Az,...,AN 
(**) A,C,,...,C, EC 
Arbiter sat (p, A, C) 
where 
4 = A u A’ u A” s = cj u ci’ u cy 
A’ = initially (+i :: yi) = 1 ci! = Uj+i*j+i+l {constant/Lr YjII 
A” = Ui{constanti-;- yi} Cy = Ujzi{constant, Xj} 
and Cf is the set of the unless, formulas deduced from G. Let us first consider the 
proof obligation (*). For each i, we must prove: 
,4,Cf,. . . , ~7; E initially xi = T (12) 
A,CS,...,C~~xi=Tunless,xi=H (13) 
A, c;>. ..,C~txi=EunlessTi;xi=T (14) 
A,Cf>. . .,C~katabl~xi=H (15) 
A&, . ..,C~‘rstabl~Yi=l ( 16) 
The proofs of ( 15) and ( 16) are given in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively; other 
proofs are similar. The last step of the given proofs illustrates the union rule ( 1) ; the 
equality L, = j&J ( Uj+i pj) captures the observation that the environment of a controller 
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Table 9 
A,C,,...,CN t invariant u-it < 1 
‘I,. Vi 1: COllStSlltfi, J'i + tki + JJl+I by G 
a2. Vi::Vj:j# iAj # i+l ::const.antpiyj byC’+ 
(13 Vj 1: constantz tkj by (11) 
(14 Vi :: Vj + i :: constant,, tkj bya,,~;CTi;,(l) 
(15 Vi :I constant,; (+j :I yj + tkj) by a13 ~2, n4. (9) 
(16. constant+ (+j :I yj + tkj) by as.p=IJipi.(l) 
(1, Vj :: COIlStSIlt~)~j by 4 
us Vj:: constantp tkj byasFLFj,(l) 
09. constmtz (+j 1: jv + tkj) by a7> ax, (9) 
am. initially (+j::~v + tkj) = 1 by 4, H, conj. 
au. invariant (+j::)y + tkj)= I by ah, a9,a1n, (9), (3) 
(112. invariant (+i::tki) < I by all,weak. 
(113. Vi:: invariantx, = E + tk; > 0 ‘v G.i 
a114. invariant crit < (+i :: tki) by ~113, conj., weak. 
(115. invariant crit < 1 by a12, a14. conj., weak. 
Table 10 
A,C,,...,CN E stable, Xi =T 
a, stablepj Xi =T by G 
a2, Vj :j # i:: constant /*i Xi by Cj 
(13. Vj :: stable,, I;= T by (11>(12. (9) 
a4. stable, xi =T by(13~P=UjPj~(l) 
is composed of the overall environment plus the other controllers. Actually, the ability 
of decomposing a set of labels into its subsets appears to be convenient in many proofs. 
We then consider the proof obligation (w). We must prove: 
LLC,,.. . ,C, t invariant crit < 1 
A,C ,,..., &,tV’i::stable, Xi=T 
A,C],.. . ,c,., t ‘di :: stable, Xi = E 
A,&,. , . ,C,, k Vi :: X; = H unless, Xi = E 
A,C I,..., C&It IF crit = 1 leadsto crit = 0 
THEN ‘di :: x, = H leadsto xi = E 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
The proofs of (17) and (18) are given in Tables 9 and 10 respectively; the proofs 
of (19) and (20) are similar. 
Finally, the composition of liveness properties is illustrated in Table 11 by prov- 
ing (21), i.e. 
A,C,,.. . ,Cni,crit = 1 leadsto crit = 0 k Vi :: Xi = H leadsto Xi = E 
Especially, this proof illustrates 
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Table 1 I 
A,C,, ,c,,, crit = 1 leadsto crif = 0 t Vi :: x, = H leadsto x; = E 
a,. crit = 1 leadsto crif = 0 by hypothesis 
a*. Vi :: x; = E un1essi-i; xi = T by (14) 
aj. Vi :: x; = E unlessr, x, = T by 29 (4) 
ad. Vi :: crit = 1 leadsto x, # E by al, weak. 
q Vi :: x; = E A crit = 1 leadsto x; = T by (12. W. a4, (2) 
06. Vi :: invariant x; = E +S x; = E A crit = 1 by (17),weak. 
‘fi :: xi = E leadsto Xi = T 
Vi 1: >‘i + tki > 0 leadsto !li+l = I 
by %%(10) 
by a7.G 
Vi::xi=HAvi= I leadstoxi=E 
Vi :: Vj :: yj + tkj > 0 leadsto JJ~ = I 
Vi :: (3i :: y, + tk, > 0) leadsto .Y; = 1 
Vi :: x; = H unlessTr; xi = E 
by "7.(3 
by a8. transitivity 
by ay, disjunction 
by (15)>(4) 
Vi :: Xi = H unles+, X, = E by 2 
Vi 1: X; = HA (3j :: ~7 + tkj > 0) by all, an, w. (2) 
leadsto (x; = H A ~1, = I) V Xi = E 
invariant (3j :: yj + tkj > 0) % true by ( 17)) weak. 
Vi :: x; = H leadsto (x, = HA yi = 1) V xi = E by a14, a15, (IO) 
Vi :: x; = H leadsto x; = E by ~9, ~~16, transitivity 
l the way of handling conditional formulas; the IF clause can be assumed when proving 
the THEN clause; 
l the proof of liveness properties from both safety and liveness properties, by rule (2) ; 
l the substitution rule (IO); if invariant p % q holds, p may be substituted for q in 
any other property. 
5. Discussion 
Unity 
This paper does not aim at presenting yet another example of refining specifications in 
a UNITY style. With respect to other developments in e.g. [ 7,201, this paper achieves 
the following goals: 
l the parallel rule is viewed as an application of Abadi and Lamport’s work on the 
composition of assumption-commitment specifications; 
l the parallel rule is founded upon a compositional computational model of programs; 
as discussed in [ 281, the underlying computational model of [ 71 is not compositional; 
l the definition of the temporal operators does not refer to the particular structure 
of UNITY programs; correctness formulas are defined for any shared-state program 
whose computational model can be given as in Section 2. 
As discussed in [ 23,281, Chandy and Misra’s proof system is sound and compositional 
provided that the substitution axiom is not used. To cope with the substitution axiom, 
Sanders [ 231 has modified Chandy and Misra’s definitions by considering the reachable 
states of a program executed wit/z~~lt environment steps (i.e. as a closed system). 
Unfortunately, Sanders’ approach destroys compositionality [ 281. In contrast, thanks to 
the compositional model of Section 2, this temporal approach to UNITY logic both 
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preserves compositionality and includes substitution rules. 
Proof obligations: Jones’ work 
Based on Jones’ earlier work [ 141, the parallel rules of [ 26,29,30] can also be viewed 
as applications of Abadi and Lamport’s semantic rule for assumption-commitment spec- 
ifications. Although designed for the development of terminating programs, the proof 
obligations can be related to ours: 
l Usually, the proof obligation A, Cf, Ci t- Al, A2 can be split into the proof obliga- 
tions A, Cf, invariant I t A2 and A,Cl, invariant I I- A1 where A, Cf,C: l- 
invariant I for some predicate I. In Jones’ approach, the corresponding proof 
obligations look like A V Cf l- A:! and A V C; 1 Al; they can be replaced with 
(A V Cf) A I I- A2 and (A V C:) A I t- Al, where the invariant I is constructed 
from A, Cy, and Cl. Although no similar disjunction is allowed between UNITY 
formulas, it appears implicitly in the proof obligations: A, Cf, and Ci are properties 
over disjoint sets of labels. More precisely, the disjunction is eventually made explicit 
in proofs by referring to the union of the sets of labels (see e.g. Table 7). 
l The liveness proof obligation in [ 14,291 requires the construction of a dynamic 
invariant linking successive states in a behavior; this binary relation must be preserved 
by both the environment and the system steps. In the Unity framework, it basically 
corresponds to using the progress-safety-progress rule for leadsto (see Table 11) : 
the premises r unlessF b and r unless, b express that the associate binary relation 
must be preserved by both the environment and the system steps. 
TLA assumption-commitment specifications 
We contribute to the assumption-commitment paradigm by using explicit distinct sub- 
scripts to distinguish the environment and system parts of a specification. For example, 
the C subscript indicates that the formula constrains the environment only. Similar syn- 
tactic restrictions appear in the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) for open systems [ 21: 
the disjunction ,uV F restricts the transition formula F to environment transitions, and the 
disjunction JiV F restricts the same formula to system transitions. In TLA, unprimed and 
primed formulas refer to the state respectively before and after the transition; with that 
convention, the formula p unless, q corresponds to the binary state relation described 
by p V (p A lq =S p’ V q’) in TLA. Although they can be expressed in TLA, our spec- 
ifications are not in TLA canonical form [ 21: we specify a conjunction of restrictions 
on the system transitions instead of a disjunction of allowed system transitions. 
Action-based specifications 
Consequently, compared to TLA and other action-based specifications of concurrent 
objects [2,13,25], the Unity approach preserves the conjunctive character of a spec- 
ification: an omitted requirement can simply be added to the conjunction. Adding a 
requirement in action-based specifications implies revising the definition of each action. 
Furthermore, invariant-looking properties do not appear explicitly. As a major drawback 
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w.r.t. action-based specifications, we must say that unrealizable specifications can be 
easily written, especially when the list of leadsto properties grows. In action-based 
approaches, this problem can be avoided by replacing the liveness requirements with 
suitable fairness requirements on the actions. Actually, the two approaches may ap- 
pear at different stages of the development process: once the Unity specification is 
established, it may be refined until identifying the system actions becomes necessary. 
Then, the formal development process goes on, using established refinement methods 
for action-based specifications. As a matter of fact, UNITY programs can be viewed 
as action-based specifications; a current extension of this work [lo] is the design of 
a complete compositional proof system for the verification of UNITY programs w.r.t. 
assumption-commitment specifications in the UNITY logic. 
Temporal operators versus auxiliary variables 
Applying Abadi and Lamport’s rule requires specifications that can be interpreted in 
the proposed model. Another candidate specification language would be the composi- 
tional version of the linear time temporal logic [6]. Unfortunately, the more powerful 
operators of temporal logic raise the complexity of reasoning about specifications [ 251. 
By choosing the Unity logic, we follow the alternative approach of e.g. [ 13,17,25,26] : 
the specification language is simple and the necessary expressive power is obtained by 
using auxiliary variables. Actually, only leadsto is a temporal operator and temporal 
reasoning is then avoided whenever possible. 
Conclusion 
In order to reuse Abadi and Lamport’s results on assumption-commitment specifica- 
tions, we have adapted the unless operator of UNITY. By simple syntactic restrictions, 
we have obtained formulas that constrain either the system steps or the environment 
steps. Finally, the parallel rule for UNITY-like assumption-commitment specifications 
has been illustrated with an example. 
An advantage of the approach lies in keeping the UNITY style of reasoning about 
specifications: since the language is simple (short formal description), it yields rather 
intuitive proof rules, hence workable specifications. However, reasoning about concurrent 
systems remains a lengthy task, because of detailed calculations; even simple examples 
generate lengthy proofs. Redoing proofs in response to changes in the initial specification 
could thus be a problem when scaling the approach to real-size developments [ 22 1. As 
illustrated by our example, reasoning about modifications of the shared variables by the 
environment of a program makes proofs difficult. To lower the inherent complexity due to 
such interferences of the environment in the execution of a program, alternative object- 
oriented approaches for composing specifications are proposed in [ 12,151. Indeed, 
interferences are limited because objects do not share variables but still methods [ 151 
can be called by several objects, or actions [ 121 can be shared by several objects. 
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